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SMC Core Curriculum Course Proposal 
 
Electronically submit this course form and attachments to the Chair of the CCC.  Please 
submit a separate proposal for each desired learning goal. 
 

1. Name of Proposer  Tracy Pascua Dea, Ph.D. and Gloria Aquino Sosa, Ph.D. 
2. Email address   tjp2@stmarys-ca.edu and gas6@stmarys-ca.edu  
3. Department of Proposer High Potential Program and Counseling Department, KSOE 
4. Name of Host Department High Potential Program 
5. Director/Department Chair Tracy Pascua Dea and Gloria Aquino Sosa 
6. Course Title:   High Potential Peer Mentor Leadership Development  

Program 
7. All Sections:   N/A 
8. Course Prerequisites (if any): EDUC 085 
9. Unit Value of Course:  This is a co-curricular opportunity. 
10. This proposal is related to Engaging the World: Community Engagement and Common 

Good. 
 
Program Description 
Since 1973, hundreds of Peer Mentors through the High Potential (HP) Peer Mentor Leadership 
and Development Program (PMLDP) have connected, engaged and led prospective, incoming 
and first year, Saint Mary’s College students, worked directly with the poor and marginalized, 
transformed themselves, and created a culture of service and social justice education at the 
college.  Fifteen Peer Mentor invests approximately 250+ hours of direct service to the College, 
the HP program and mentees while simultaneously participating in 90+ hours of learning and 
development. Peer mentors are involved in a training retreat soon after being hired from a 
competitive pool of applicants and after participating in a rigorous interview process, which 
includes essays and letters of recommendation. The two-day retreat begins the leadership and 
development process that continues in the summer just before the Summer Academic Institute 
for Leaders and Scholars (SAILS) as a one-week series of workshops, and throughout the 
academic year in monthly leadership development sessions.  
 
Framework and Core Principles 
The year-long program is framed around four common commitments that mirror the L asallian 
Core Principles and directly address issues related to undergraduate student development. 
Peer mentors: 1) receive and provide academic, psychosocial and sociocultural growth and 
development, 2) create lasting connections, 3) are leaders who recognize the importance of 
engagement, and 4) model the tenets of inclusive excellence, social justice, and personal and 
professional development. These four areas of leadership and student psychosocial 
development and enrichment provide the structure whereby the Lasallian Core Principles of 
respect for all persons, concern for the poor and social justice, faith in the presence of God, 
inclusive excellence, and a quality education are lived experiences and are integral to how Peer 
Mentors execute their roles to create lasting relationships with first generation, low income, and 
all students. 
 
The High Potential PMLDP Outcomes 
This High Potential PMLDP Outcomes are related to the following Engaging the World: 
Community Engagement and Common Good outcomes. 
 

Community Engagement Outcomes 
1. Apply academic methods and/or theories in a way that promotes 
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collaboration and mutual benefit in a community setting  
2. Demonstrate critical reflection throughout their experience 
3. Express their understanding of the interconnections between their 

experience and their responsibilities as members of social or 
professional communities 

 
Common Good Outcomes 
4. Reflect and write substantively on ways in which human beings find fulfillment in 

community 
5. Demonstrate a capacity for coherent, principled analysis of concrete social problems. 
6. Articulate, in prose or through another communicative medium, a critical account of 

just social order 
 
When an area of the PMP addresses a Community Engagement (CE) outcome or Common 
Good (CG) outcome it will be noted, for example, as such:  CE1 or CG 6, where the number 
refers to the particular outcome. 
 
Learning and Development 
Seven main program components provide avenues for learning and development.  

1. Pre-requisite EDUC 085: Exploring Leadership 
2. A two-day retreat in April 
3. A week-long learning and development program in July 
4. A mid-year retreat in January or February 
5. Ongoing learning and development through monthly training sessions in the academic 

year 
6. Monthly 1:1 reflection meetings in the summer and academic year 
7. Direct service to the College, HP program and mentees totaling120+ hours during the 

summer and 10-15+ hours per month during the academic year 
 
Depicted below in Table 1 is a visual representation and logic model of the learning and 
development model for the HP Peer Mentor Leadership and Development Program. 
 
1. Pre-requisite EDUC 085: Exploring Leadership 
Peer Mentors will analyze their leadership and commitments in the context of leadership for the 
common good.  Peer Mentors will identify and reflect on definitions and theories of leadership 
and inclusive excellence as they study the application of these theories inclusive while tackling 
the principles directly associated college student academic and psychosocial development.  
Peer Mentors will also increase awareness of their values, beliefs, and identity while developing 
competence with basic leadership skills.   

Goals and Objectives 
Peer Mentors participating fully in the course will: 

• Identify multi-disciplinary definitions and theories of leadership, focusing on models 
of student leadership utilized on campus 

• Increase self-awareness of one’s values, beliefs, culture, and identity 
• Demonstrate beginning competency level in decision-making, communication and 

collaboration 
• Integrate reflective practice with personal leadership development 
• Understand the relationship between leadership and ethical and civic development, 

which leads to personal and social responsibility 
• Apply leadership frameworks to a personal vision and action plan for leadership on 

campus 
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2. Two-Day Retreat 
15 learning and development contact hours 
Core curriculum applications:  CE 1, 2, 3 and CG 4, 5, 6 
 
Upon completion or while completing EDUC 085, Peer Mentors begin the year with a two-
day retreat with the following learning goals:  

• Community development and team building grounded in inclusive excellence; 
Organizational Developmental Model of Inclusion (ODMI) framework introduced 

• Personal and professional development 
o Identification, writing/recording and reflection of personal and professional 

goals within the overarching mission of the High Potential Program 
o Understanding of their roles, responsibilities, and expectations while 

practicing empathy, confidentiality, and compassionate leadership 
• Education, training, application, and theory foundation in cultural competence, 

identity development models, social justice advocacy model, and strengths-based 
resiliency thinking 

 
After this two-day retreat, students write goals and weekly reflections during April and May 
in their online Moodle journal, in which they explore their learning and developmental goals for 
the year as they relate to social justice, student success, personal and professional 
development, and integration of Lasallian Core Principles into their lives.  The Moodle journal 
provides a space for community reflection and feedback, identity development, and a method by 
which HP staff can assess student development. 
 
3. Week-Long Learning and Development 
40 learning and development contact hours 
Core curriculum applications:  CE 1, 2, 3 and CG 4, 5, 6 
 
Peer Mentors continue the year with a week-long education, training, and development 
program with the following learning goals: 

• Community development and team building grounded in inclusive excellence; 
Organizational Developmental Model of Inclusion (ODMI) framework continued  

• Personal and professional development 
o Identification, writing/recording and reflection of personal and professional 

goals within the overarching mission of the High Potential Program 
o Understanding of their roles, responsibilities and expectations while 

practicing empathy, confidentiality, and compassionate leadership 
o Interpersonal communication, individual and group process, facilitation and 

guidance, intergroup dialogue skills introduced and expanded.  
• Education, training, application, and theory foundation in cultural competence, 

identity development models, social justice advocacy model, and strengths-based 
resiliency thinking 

• Value of and practice of critical reflection during service to the college and to the 
program. 

 
During this week-long preparation phase, students write a paper in which they explore their 
learning and developmental goals for the year as they relate to social justice, student success, 
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personal and professional development, and integration of Lasallian Core Principles into their 
lives. These initial papers are collected at the end of the week and provide a point of reference 
for monthly 1:1meetings with the HP coordinator. The initial papers are then returned to 
students mid- year, and they become the text for a review of their progress and affirmation of 
goals in January, during a mid-year retreat. 
 
4. Mid-Year Retreat 
4 leadership and development hours 
Core curriculum applications:  CE 1, 3 and CG 5 
 
The mid-year retreat is designed to address any concerns Peer Mentors might be experiencing 
with their mentees, their own progression in the program, and any other issues that can be 
addressed by HP Coordinator and Lead Peer Mentors. Co-Directors support the process of 
building additional strengths and focusing energy on the positives and successes of the 
program and the interactions with new and returning HP students. Scheduling of Peer Mentor 
participation for programming and representation of HP at events throughout the remainder of 
the year is planned during this half-day retreat. 
 
5. Monthly Learning and Development Sessions 
18 leadership and development hours 
Core curriculum applications:  CE 1, 2, 3 and CG 4, 5, 6 
 
During monthly learning and development sessions, students engage in analysis and discussion 
of identity, psychosocial and leadership theories and practice, and participate in individual and 
group critical reflection. Peer Mentors take turns co-facilitating a session about their work with 
the College, HP program and mentees. In this presentation, students summarize the social 
justice issues pertinent to their direct service, lead a discussion about how these issues could be 
resolved, and describe how well their efforts contribute to creating a more just society, 
beginning with the mentoring community, the HP community, and the campus community in the 
spirit of social justice advocacy models. Students present a one-to-two page summary of their 
presentations that is distributed to mentors and maintained by HP.   
 
6. Monthly 1:1Meetings 
12 hours of leadership and development and supervision 
Core curriculum applications:  CE 1, 2, 3 and CG 4, 5, 6 
 
Peer Mentors meet with the HP coordinator monthly to gain support in their efforts, to further 
make meaning of their service and leadership development experiences, and to go deeper into 
their analysis of the concrete social problems occurring at the college. These conversations also 
create an opportunity for personal and professional exploration and for drawing connections 
between students' experiences in the field with their academic studies. During the final 1:1 
meeting, the student will present a product (short video, written reflection, original poem or 
piece of art) that answers the following prompt: What have I learned about my role in creating a 
more just world? HP will maintain originals or copies of these artifacts, and gain permission from 
students for the artifacts to be published in the HP Narrative Project publication. 
 
7. Direct Service 
250 hours of service, supervision, learning and development 
Core curriculum applications:  CE 1, 2, 3 and CG 4, 5, 6 
 
Peer Mentors provide direct service hours, approximately 10 -20 hours per month during the 
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academic year and 120 hours during the summer engaging with the College, HP program and 
mentees.  Each Peer Mentor manages and guides a caseload of first year or second year 
mentees and collaborates with First Year Advising Faculty to engage these mentees.  Peer 
Mentors represent the College and HP to corporate and community partners, during admissions 
campus visits with low-income, underrepresented elementary and high school students, New 
Student and Transfer Orientations, phone outreach to prospective students, residence halls 
programming, and maintain the persona of campus leadership in all venues.  Mentor’s direct 
service consistently exemplifies living the mission of the College and forms the basis for their 
learning and development in the program. 
 
Students keep a log report of each of their individual and group meetings and connections.  
Each report consists of the mentee with whom they are meeting, when the meeting occurred, 
the activity that took place, the academic, and social and personal progress and status of the 
mentee(s).  The report is also utilized to reflect upon success and challenges the Peer Mentor 
faced during these individual and group connections while considering the Program 
commitments and Lasallian Core Principles. These reports are submitted to the HP Coordinator 
for review and possible feedback/mentorship and maintained by HP.
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Table 1: Logic Model for SMC HP Peer Mentor Leadership and Development Program 

Resources Activities Outputs Short-term Long-term Impact 
• Peer Mentors (15) 
• Hourly pay  
 

• Application 
• Letter of recommendations 
• Interview 
• EDUC 085 
• 2-day retreat 
• week-long L&D 
• Mid-year retreat 
• Monthly L&D 
• Monthly 1:1 
• Direct service 
• Faculty and staff 

mentorship 
• Engagement w/ 

contemporary issues, real-
life questions 

• Engagement w/ SMC 
community 

• Interview rubric 
• Pre-/post-survey 
• Moodle journal 
• Paper 
• Presentation 

summary 
• Mentee reports 
 

• Create lasting 
connections 

• Recognition of 
importance of 
engagement 

• Student well-being: 
social connectedness, 
self-efficacy, resilience 

• Leadership 
development 

• Decision making, 
communication and 
collaboration 
competency 

• Retention, 
persistence & 
graduation 

• Multicultural 
competence 

• Academic, 
psychosocial and 
sociocultural growth, 
development and 
reflection 

• Student identity 
development and 
self-awareness 
 

• Model tenets of 
inclusive excellence, 
social justice and 
personal and 
professional 
development 

• Commitment and 
demonstration of 
Lasallian core principles 
and SMC mission 

• Commitment to personal 
and social responsibility 

• Community of life-long 
learners 

• Preparation for living 
meaningfully in the 
world 
 

• First generation, low-
income HP students 
(100) 

• .75 credit from SAILS 
and HP FYAC 
 

• Monthly 1:1 
• Monthly group 
• Engagement w/ 

contemporary issues, real-
life questions 

• Engagement w/ SMC 
community 

• Mentorship 

• Application rubric 
• Pre-/post-survey 
• Student journals 
• Individual/group 

reflection 

• Create lasting 
connections 

• Student well-being: 
social connectedness, 
self-efficacy, resilience 

• Student identity 
development  

• Retention, 
persistence & 
graduation 

• Resiliency in dealing 
w/ adversity 

• Grit 

• Community of life-long 
learners 

• Preparation for living 
meaningfully in the 
world  

• HP Staff (2) 
• Graduate assistants 

(5) 
• FYAC Faculty (4) 
• Assessment/evaluatio

n tools 
• Other: space/facilities, 

events 

• Select PMs & HP students   
• Design and implement 

evaluation strategy for 
examining well-being 
outcomes 

• FYAC Course 
evaluation 

• Program evaluation 

• Presentation of 
findings to HP staff 
and faculty 

• Presentation to the 
larger campus 
community 

• Increased knowledge 
of student lives inside 
and outside classroom 

 

• Cross-campus 
collaboration 

• Partnership between 
faculty & staff 

• Published journal 
articles 

• Conference 
presentations 

• Example of best 
practice & High 
Impact Practices in 
higher education of  

• Growth of program to 
serve more students 

• Institutional commitment 
first gen and low income 
students 

• Integrated support for 
all students 

 


